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GT Sash Seal

MADE IN THE UK

Locate the components on the stay fixing area as 
shown in both diagrams.

This position is a universal fixing point and will 
enable the Sash Seal to be used on all PVCu, 
Aluminum, and Timber frames.

One Sash Seal set will give adequate seal if fix 
centrally on the hinge stile.

                 Part Numbers

SS001  Sash Spring Standard 
SS002  White Wedge 13mm
SS003  Black Wedge 13mm  
SS008  Brown Wedge 13mm  
SS009  Tan Wedge 13mm  
SS004  White Wedge 17mm
SS005  Black Wedge 17mm   
SS006  Brown Wedge 17mm  
SS007  Tan Wedge 17mm
SS100  Sash Spring Long  

Fit a Sash Spring to the 
sash on the center line 
of the stay fixing area

It may be necessary to 
pack the sash/glass at 
this point as shown

Fit a 17mm Frame 
Wedge to the outer 
frame on the stay 
fixing area

All drawings are not to scale
Reinforcement and fixings have been omitted for clarity

REHAU TOTAL 70

GT SASH SEAL is a spring device designed to 
improve the seal of a sash at the hinged side of a 
window.

It consists of 1 acetal moulding and 1 spring steel 
component designed to universally fit all 13mm 
and 17mm stack height systems.

The simple act of closing the window causes the 
unique Sash Spring to push against the Frame 
Wedge to ensure an efficient seal

Universal - fits any window that uses standard  
stays
Universal - accommodates almost all the current  
easy-clean and egress stays available
Universal - solution for Aluminium, PVCu, and  
Timber frames
Universal - one spring steel component  with either  
13mm or 17mm acetal wedge
Benefit     - saves call out costs to leaking   
casement windows
Benefit     - one component fits all

Patent No. GB2458736B
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